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In a much quoted letter of 1885--  quoted again in Sharon Marcus’s new study of nineteenth century celebrity  (2019:59) --  the young Sigmund Freud writes his fiancée Martha Bernays from Paris, where he is studying hysteria with the French neurologist Jean Charcot.  In it Freud describes a performance he has just seen, Sarah Bernhardt playing the Byzantine empress in Victorien Sardou’s Théodora.  His account of watching this 4 1/2-hour ‘blood-&-thunder melodrama’ on a hot August night is hilarious, but he confesses that he soon had to ‘stop laughing,’

for every inch of this little figure was alive and bewitching.  As for her caressing and pleading and embracing, the postures she assumes, the way she wraps herself round a man, the way she acts with every limb, every joint – it’s incredible.  							
Not unusually, Marcus omits Freud’s account of the rest of the play, which situates its star’s incredible vivacity in its murderous plot.  Justinian’s empress, a former erotic dancer and woman of the people, has fallen for a republican intent on assassinating her husband.  When his co-conspirator is caught he urges her to prevent any revelation under torture by stabbing him to death with her hat-pin.  After her lover is captured she mistakenly poisons him with what she believes is a magic potion.  Finally reconciled to her own end, she submits to her husband’s courtiers:

The hangman shows her a silk noose, she frees her neck, says ‘Now I’m ready to die!’ and is throttled. (Freud 1970: 190-193)
	.   
Reputedly Freud’s ‘favorite actress’ (Rudinesco 2016: 47), Bernhardt was the biggest star of the nineteenth century, a celebrity often accused of inventing modern celebrity. Supplementing the melodious French she acted in with a vast repertoire of stage gestures, she achieved unparalleled global recognition, touring Australia and South America by steamship and rail, and the continental United States nine times.  There photo- and lithographic mass production, a national and local press, the new publicity tactics of impresarios like P.T. Barnum, an expanding theatre-going public, her performances in provincial cities like Galveston and Chatanooga, and her entry (aged 56) into the cinema made her name mean ‘actress’, and ‘actress’ mean a performer of ‘volatile displays of female emotion’ (Glenn 2001:1).  To reach anything like Bernhardt’s prominence in her lifetime today’s equivalent would have to combine the fame of Marilyn Monroe with that of Princess Diana and sustain it to the age of 79.​[1]​  Neither comparison is excessive.  Bernhardt played many royal roles and enjoyed a regal status as the greatest diva of her day, as well as close friendships with at least one emperor and a prince.​[2]​  And Monroe invites the analogy in The Seven Year Itch (Billy Wilder, 1955) when her character justifies appearing in a commercial for Dazzledent toothpaste:  ‘People don’t realize that every time I show my teeth on television I’m appearing before more people than Sarah Bernhardt appeared before in her whole career.’  But even here Bernhardt set the precedent, endorsing a tooth powder called Sozodont (Rothstein:  2005).   					As an actress, company manager, theatre owner, accomplished sculptor, legendary lover, ardent mother and occasional activist, Bernhardt became a model of female success.  Although she had many sorrows, the great tragedienne led a long, and far from tragic, life.  Idolized by women as well as men in her lifetime, she has recently reclaimed attention for inaugurating, and to a very considerable degree personifying, in the words of American historian Susan Glenn (2000:12), ‘two related cultural shifts, the birth of female self-promotion, and the birth of a modern culture of spectacle’.  Drawing a direct connection between Bernhardt and the New Women of the period, Glenn’s observations are  
among those that continue to reframe the star almost a century after her death, a process notably propelled by feminist scholars, including Ann Pellegrini (on Bernhardt ‘s theatrical exploitation of the exotic figure of the belle juive),  Heather McPherson (on her fashioning and refashioning of her own image), Mary Louise Roberts (on her revelation of the contingency of gender in the era of the New Woman),  Griselda Pollock (on the challenge to female specularization presented by her performances of passion),  Victoria Duckett (on her pioneering entry into the cinema) and Sharon Marcus, whose reading of nineteenth century journalism and fan paraphernalia makes Bernhardt the paradigmatic celebrity.​[3]​  Inevitably, these largely celebratory studies have provoked rebuttal from the same milieu, with Terry Castle savouring the incongruities of critical panegyric and outré behaviour that distinguished Bernhardt’s career.​[4]​
In describing Bernhardt’s celebrity as posthumous, I am pointing first to her own account of  precarious health, a beloved sister’s demise from tuberculosis, the initial frustration of her theatrical career and its belated success in plays which often concluded with highly elaborated scenes of dying.  The latter, whose ordeals she evoked as near-death experiences, threatened to realize a warning in her youth that becoming an actress could be fatal.  For up to an hour after the curtain, she recalled, ‘my face has been bloodless, my heart has almost stopped beating, my lung have stopped breathing; but I have retained the will power necessary to resume my true personality, just as it is necessary to retain sufficient presence of mind to remember one’s part on the stage’ (Bernhardt 1924: 78).   Yet Bernhardt celebrated the inauguration of this new repertoire in her thirties as the beginning of her real life.  To this abiding power of renewal should be added her entry into motion pictures in 1900, which she later described as a guarantee of immortality.  Several of these films also included scenes of dying and the final one, Le Voyante (The Fortune Teller, Sacha Guitry, 1923) was filmed at her own home only weeks before her actual death and completed afterwards with a stand in.  								The second phase of this posthumous persona encompasses the evolution of her image and reputation -- an archive of photographs, paintings, sculptures, caricatures, plays and films (fiction and documentary​[5]​) of and by the star, as well as newspaper reports, reviews,  panegyrics, satires, portraits (veiled and declared), memoirs, biographies and scholarly studies that continues to increase.  (The latest in romans-a-clef is Julian Barnes’ combined essay, story and memoir Levels of Life (2013), in which Bernhardt’s actual ballooning over Paris is appropriated for a fiction of an English balloonist falling in love with a Parisian actress whose red hair and slender figure resemble those of Barnes’ mourned wife, the literary agent Pat Kavanagh. In autumn 2018, Theresa Rebeck’s play ‘Bernhardt/Hamlet’ debuted in New York with Janet McTeer in the title roles.)  Here it is instructive to read Bernhardt’s own contribution to this library, which in addition to dramatic works, a children’s book and two novels, includes her autobiography, My Double Life (originally published in 1907), and a treatise on acting, The Art of Theatre (1923).  Neither of these last two works can be described as wholly factual. They are perhaps best read as instruments in what Gerda Taranow (1972: xi) has declared the star’s attempt to distinguish her two personae, offstage and on, life and art – an attempt which inevitably failed as the two coalesced into the singularity of modern stardom.     
	Bernhardt’s stardom has survived not because the actress varied her performance style, but because, as she moved from the restrained classical style in which she was trained to an intense, if equally technical, version of the opposing ‘emotionalism’ (Taranow 1972:  237-238), she increasingly did not.​[6]​  Like her successor, the twentieth century movie star, she developed and disseminated a highly identifiable public image that could be appropriated in her lifetime and after for a variety of artistic, commercial and political purposes.   Following the logic of melodrama, whose physically typified characters encouraged the conflation of actor and role, she became that seeming contradiction, a ‘personality actress’.   This was not a label that Bernhardt readily embraced.  The Art of Theatre insists that ‘The artist’s personality must be left in his dressing-room; his soul must be denuded of its own sensations and clothed with the base or noble qualities that he is called upon to exhibit’ (Bernhardt 1924: 77).  Yet from the late 1870s Bernhardt was both attacked and acclaimed for substituting her own personality for that of her characters.   Critic after critic concurred with the writer who opined in Le Figaro ‘It is not Sarah Bernhardt who resembles Cleopatra, but on the contrary, Cleopatra who resembles Sarah Bernhardt’ (Roberts 2002: 219).  As George Bernard Shaw complained in 1895, ‘The dress, the title of the play, the order of the words may vary: but the woman is always the same.  She does not enter into the leading character; she substitutes herself for it’ (Shaw 1907:  136-137).  										These observations seem contradicted by the stage mannerisms equally remarked at the time.  If Bernhardt was doing herself, it was rarely in anything like a naturalist style, but as a citation of her increasingly histrionic way of speaking, moving and posing in performance.  Yet this, too, was construed as the actress’s real self, by those who assumed that Bernhardt always behaved in a highly theatrical manner, an assumption given free rein by the reports of her sleeping in a coffin (photographs of which were mass produced for sale), decorating her homes like oriental souks, procuring a cheetah and an alligator as pets, and rampaging through the ranks of her leading men and assorted playwrights, princes and artists.  Thus, in 1881, Jean-Jacques Weiss proclaimed:  

	Whatever Sarah does – whether she speaks or is silent, whether she
	gets up or sits down, whether she walks or stands still – she is divine.
	She is, however, both the same on stage as she is at home and the same
	in her roles as she is in private life. 

‘Sarah she is and Sarah she remains,’ Weiss insisted.  ‘Who can criticize her for it?  What could she do that would be more inventive?’ (Taranow 1972:  243).  							If Weiss’s observation conveyed the approval of the personality actress some thirty years before the cinema would import this figure into its attractions, Henry James, whose criticism and fiction reveals an abiding fascination with Bernhardt, disagreed.   Commenting in 1879 on ‘the insanity … of curiosity and enthusiasm’ provoked by her final season with the Comédie Française in London, he argued that her visit represented only ‘in a very moderate degree an artistic success.  It has been the success of a celebrity, pure and simple, and Mlle. Sarah Bernhardt is not, to my sense, a celebrity because she is an artist. She is a celebrity because, apparently, she desires with an intensity that has rarely been equaled to be one, and because for this end all means are alike to her’ (James 1949: 128).  A decade later James’ fictional portrayal of a fledgling Bernhardt figure, The Tragic Muse, would include a character describing her ‘ as a producer whose production is her own person’.  This, he says,  is a mark of her ‘modernness’, a modernity of ‘reporters and photographers, placards and interviews and banquets, steamers, railways, dollars, diamonds, speeches and artistic ruin’ (James 1995: 352).   

THE DEATH STYLE OF STARDOM


Bernhardt’s self-production as a modern star began in 1880 with a drastic step, her final resignation from the French state theatre, for which she was deprived of her member’s pension, sued for damages, heavily fined and much criticized.  Her intention was to become an actress-manager and tour independently with companies she employed, a practice she would alternate for the rest of her stage career with performances in Paris theatres she owned or leased.   Her first major success as a headliner in this mode was in a London run, in spring 1880, of Eugène Scribe and Ernest Legouvé’s Adrienne Lecouvreur, which concludes with the anguished death of its actress heroine.  Writing in Le Figaro, Auguste Vitu saluted Bernhardt’s portrayal of her struggle against death ‘not only with immense talent, but with a science of art which up to the present she has never revealed’ (Bernhardt 1907: 339).  Critics measured her success in tears, with Francisque Sarcey reporting to his Paris readers the audience’s ‘indefinable pleasure in the very act of weeping’ (Taranow 1972: 137).  The death scene was not her first: Bernhardt’s early renditions of the classics had included notable demises as Cordelia in King Lear and as Phèdre.  Unusually thin and prone to illness, the actress was preoccupied by mortality, keeping a skull on her desk and a skeleton in her studio, while claiming to sleep in a coffin.  Around this time she had herself photographed in it by Melandri, a fashionable Paris lensman who sold the funerary image in a highly popular edition.  Death was also a central theme in Bernhardt’s sculpture, yielding three renditions of the drowned Ophelia, including a much praised bas-relief exhibited in the 1881 Academy.​[7]​  The erotic depiction of this figure, as inaugurated in Delacroix and Millais’s mid-century paintings, was intensified in her white marble sculpture: lips parted and breasts bared, its tresses twined with roses, it has provoked accusations of ‘NecroOphelia’​[8]​.   For this languorous beauty death appears to mean the petit mort of orgasm as much as drowning, a blending of eros and thanatos characteristic of Bernhardt’s stage roles.  In taking up this theme she was far from unique.  Nineteenth century European culture’s erotic preoccupation with female mortality has been extensively demonstrated by Mario Praz, Bram Dijkstra and the scholar who most influences these remarks, Elisabeth Bronfen, charting the breadth of its potential significance – from female sacrifice to sadomasochistic violence to ‘masculinity, survival, preservation and continuation’ (Bronfen 1992: 433).
Freed of the decorum of state theatre, Bernhardt could indulge this morbidity in her performances, with Adrienne’s convulsive death only one of 30 different stage departures (Taranow 1972: 207) varied across 44 years.  Typically her dying was elaborated by its prolongation and the pantomimic detail characteristic of popular melodrama.  When she undertook Ophelia in her production of Hamlet in the popular Theatre St. Martin in 1886, she defied tradition and the text by having herself carried onto the stage on a bier during the graveyard scene.   By 1906, when Bernhardt played New York at the age of sixty-two, the drama critic Alan Dale could observe that the actress had ‘died in all styles.  She has jumped into a river and ended; she has been extinguished by poisons; she has succumbed to tuberculosis; she has been shot to kingdom come’.  Logically, he argued, her real life would have to end on stage, with a suicide in which ‘she would ingest real poison in the last act of a new Sardou play, expiring before her audience’ (Glenn 2000: 37)  A year later  Emmanuel Arene would marvel in Le Figaro that ‘after being “dead” so often and in so great a number of parts, Madame Sarah Bernhardt, at this stage in her artistic career, can still find new devices in herself and show us a way of dying that we did not know before’ (Horville 1984: 40-41) .  Ironically, this move to the depiction of death marked what Bernhardt later remembered as the rebirth of her career after her first resignation from the Comédie Française, small roles in popular theatre, ill health and unemployment, a successful return to serious drama and her triumphant departure to commercial theatre.  Her autobiography My Double Life celebrates the actress’s overcoming of adversity to arrive – age 36 – at ‘the real starting-point of my physical and moral being’, an act of huge self assertion which she nevertheless describes as a surrender:

		I resolved to live.  I resolved to be the great artiste that I
		longed to be. 											And from the time of this return I gave myself
		entirely up to my life.  (Bernhardt 1907: 441)

The inauguration of Bernhardt’s touring years signaled the melodramatic turn that her repertory would take to ensure the success of a very different kind of drama from that of the Comédie Française.  Instead of the ensemble work of the state company, these plays would focus on their leading lady, whose performance –  whose intense presence -- would be not only their chief attraction but in many cases their raison d’etre. ‘With her, it is a play’ as a critic remarked about Victorien Sardou’s La Sorcière (1903), ‘without her, it is nothing but a formula’ (Hamilton 1910: n.p.).   Bernhardt’s use of pantomime would manifest her physical investment in these roles (Chekhov derided her ‘tremendous, strenuous hard work’​[9]​) while her richly expressive vocal line conveyed a sense of their narratives to non-French speaking audiences relying on translated libretti sold at the theatre.  Plotting would become more sensational and onstage action more violent, thanks initially to Sardou, an accomplished writer who followed Bernhardt out of the Comédie Française.   Where his previous plays had included satire and farce as well as historical epic, his first four vehicles for the actress (Fédora and Théodora, 1882; La Tosca, 1887; Cléopâtre, 1890) rendered his heroine a femme fatale in an exotic setting who pays for her transgressions with a spectacular death.  Bernhardt was said to attend Charcot’s demonstrations at the Salpetriere hospital of the induction of fits and cataleptic states in female patients (Brandon 1991: 197) to perfect her rendering of erotic supplication and final insensibility in these plays.  Large casts, elaborate scenery and pictorial design would charge this ‘Sardoodledom’​[10]​ with spectacle.   (A publicity photograph displays Bernhardt’s Théodora submitting to her execution on a giant set with an enormous bronze doorway and huge decorated columns.​[11]​)   On the road this requirement would be met by trunk loads of expensive costumes and jewelry (140 on one American tour​[12]​) enticingly described in press releases furnished to the newspapers of the cities where Bernhardt’s company was to perform.  





The actress who would make Dumas’s consumptive courtesan a keystone of her star persona was, in a conspicuously melodramatic identification of performer and part, the daughter and niece of highly successful courtesans who for some years supported herself by sex work.  The writer who created Marguerite had himself been the amant de couer of the most famous courtesan in mid-century Paris, Marie Duplessis, a beautiful country girl pimped by her own father before rising to become the highly paid lover of some of its most prominent citizens.   Between September 1844 and August 1845, the then twenty-year-old was mistress to the even younger Alexandre Dumas, son of the popular adventure writer, but exclusivity was impossible for a woman whose professional expenses required the support of an entire cohort of wealthy men.  His letter of farewell would become a central text in La Dame aux Camélias, and after a particularly noteworthy performance of the play in 1884 the author sent Bernhardt the original, bought back after its recipient’s death:
	    
My dear Marie, I am neither rich enough to love you as I should wish, nor poor enough to be loved as you would like.  Let us both forget – you a name which must mean very little to you, and I, happiness which has become impossible for me to bear.  There is no point in my telling how miserable I am, for you already know how much I love you.  Farewell, then.  You are not so heartless that you will not understand the reason for my letter, and you are too clear-headed not to forgive me.  A thousand memories, A.D. (Dumas 1986: 213, fn 101).  

Dumas’s original novel is a project of revivification, one that will continue in its adaptations for live performance in the theatre and live recording by the cinematograph.  The story opens -- indicatively -- in the financial district of Paris, where the narrator encounters a prominent announcement of an estate sale.   Making his way to the address in question, he discovers a large throng of expensively dressed men and – unusual in such circumstances – respectable society ladies.   Death, we are told, has purified the intimate chambers of a kept woman, whose dressing cases display to the curious the coronets and monograms of an impressive array of benefactors.   Inquiring after their owner, he learns that she was Marguerite Gautier, cynosure of the Opera and the Theatre des’Italiens but deeply in debt.  The sale of her jewels and furnishings will repay her creditors and bring a return to her family, beginning a process of redemption that will not stop at her finances.  A celebrity crowd is in attendance, Dukes and Marquises mingling with notorious beauties and a woman identified as ‘Mademoiselle R***’ – a clear allusion to Mlle. Rachel (Félix), Bernhardt’s predecessor as France’s most famous tragedienne and like her a Jew disparaged for her financial success  -- ‘who by sheer talent makes twice what ladies of fashion make with their dowries, and three times as much as what the rest make out of their love affairs’ (Dumas 1986: 13).  				The apprentice writer can bid for little in this sale, but he is drawn to one possession of the dead woman, a copy of Abbé Prévost’s 1731 novel Manon Lescaut, the story of a young man who defies his father to follow his prostitute lover to the wilds of Louisiana.  The auctioneer announces that the book has an inscription and a bidding war ensues, from which the narrator emerges with his purchase at only ten times its original price.   On the first page is written ‘Manon to Marguerite, Humility’ and signed Armand Duval.  The meaning of this inscription is soon explained by Duval himself, who arrives some days later dusty from travel to beg for the book.  Having identified himself as the writer (on/of) it, Duval now takes the place of Dumas as narrator.  He too has broken with his lover and gone abroad, but on receipt of Marguerite’s deathbed appeal, returned -- too late even to bury her.  The remainder of the novel is his attempt to redeem her (and, all too clearly, himself), but Armand’s detailed accounting of this fallen woman’s moral worth requires an explanation of its material exigencies.  In a key memory the desperate suitor waits in the apartment of Marguerite’s neighbour for one of her noble lovers to depart.  As he paces her drawing room, the aptly named Prudence reveals the necessary number of men with the requisite income to pay her expenses as coolly as Marguerite varies the colour of her corsage – red for five days a month and white for the rest.    
From the outset of this story, the labour of its posthumous heroine is also, in Marx’s description  ‘dead’​[14]​, converted to capital from which a series of investors – including her most famous impersonator – will make their living.  But before its calculation can begin the death that draws the line must be confirmed.  The political economist’s indictment of vampiric capitalism is anticipated by the novel’s gothic turn:  in another allusion to the extraordinary biography of Marie Duplessis (who was re-interred from a temporary grave a few days after her death) Armand asks the narrator to accompany him to the cemetery in Montmartre where, on the pretext of providing a finer resting place, he has arranged to have Marguerite exhumed so that he may behold her one final time.  When her shroud is unstitched the faceless face of a corpse is suddenly revealed: 

	It was terrible to behold and it is horrible to relate.
	The eyes were simply two holes, the lips had gone, and the white teeth were clenched. 		(Dumas 1986: 38)

Shocked by the disfigurement that would pursue the century’s erring women all the way to Zola’s decomposed Venus Nana, Armand succumbs to a psychosomatic collapse described as a brain fever.  For a fortnight he suffers, gradually recovering from his anguish at Marguerite’s death.  As he regains his strength he announces his intention to tell the narrator the story of their romance ‘in the order in which it happened’ (Dumas 1986: 41).   This is the order of Dumas’s stage adaptation of La Dame aux camélias, from which this gothic preface is excised.​[15]​
              In 1844, the year Dumas commenced his affair with Duplessis, Sarah Bernhardt was born to an unmarried Dutch seamstress who rose to the status of a well connected courtesan.  Like her sister Rosine, ‘Judith, Julie, Youle Van Hard’ (Gottlieb 2010: 2) -- the name evolved with changes in location and status -- survived as a kept woman, and her relationships with increasingly powerful ‘protectors’ took her away from her children.  The identity of Bernhardt’s father is uncertain, but biographers infer that he may have been a naval officer from Le Havre by the name of Morel.  Her own account, My Double Life, is at best symbolically accurate, ‘a unique mix of melodrama and modernism’ in the description of Mary Louise Roberts (2002: 213).  Characteristically, the memoir opens with the pathos of her father’s absence and her mother’s neglect.  Soon Bernhardt is sent to a boarding school and then enrolled in the aristocratic convent of Grandchamps, from which she emerges with a dowry sufficient to attract a financially comfortable businessman, but no interest in any such marriage.  
In an anecdote of typically uncertain veracity and striking coincidence, Mlle Rachel is described visiting Grandchamps sometime in the 1850s.  Already very ill with the tuberculosis that would end her life at 36, the visitor collapses.  Bernhardt recalls that she was ‘oh, so pale.  I was very sorry for her, and Sister St. Appoline told me that what she did was killing her, for she was an actress’ (Bernhardt 1907:53).  The intended claim may be the passing of professional laurels but the spectre of the doomed tragedienne would haunt Bernhardt, although she was too young to see her perform.  She too was slight and often in ill health, suffering from bouts of pleurisy and pneumonia and nursing her younger sister Regine through the tuberculosis that killed her in 1874.  Both performers underwent rigorous training in the classics and played Phedre to international acclaim, both were accomplished businesswomen excoriated for their wealth; but Bernhardt’s willfully seductive style and preference for romantic melodrama were often compared to her disadvantage with those of her ‘concentrated and serious’ predecessor, as Henry James described the remembered Rachel (1949: 129).  Rankings aside, the most significant aspect of this unlikely encounter between the two most celebrated French actresses of the nineteenth century is the warning that acting (or more precisely, being an actress) could be fatal, physically and morally.  
	Jean Jacques Rousseau’s prediction that ‘she who sets herself for sale in performance … would do the same in person’ (Rousseau 2004: 317) had a material basis in the economics of the Paris stage.  Not only was it a major medium for advertising the upper echelon of sex work, but such work was routinely undertaken by many of its actresses, since they were required to supply their own costumes and jewels for performances.   Contemporary scholars have nevertheless questioned the reductive association of female performance with prostitution, as well as the term’s conflation of the variety of extramarital relationships undertaken by actresses at this time.  Declaring ‘I will have renters, but not owners’ (Brownstein 1995: 151), Rachel avoided the dependency of the kept woman, but she accepted patronage and presents from a number of very powerful lovers.  Bernhardt’s struggle to succeed on the stage, as well as the birth of an illegitimate son in 1864, left her less independent in her youth.  Throughout her 20s she was supported by a cartel of wealthy clients, but as she prospered she in turn became the supporter of her family, including her husband, Greek diplomat-turned-actor Jacques Damala, in her sole, short-lived marriage.  Nevertheless, her performance of various Magdalene figures and the courtesan role in Victor Hugo’s Marion de Lorme as well as La Dame aux Camélias both reflected and extended this aspect of her star persona. 
Bernhardt’s childhood overlapped the progress to the stage of Dumas’s novel.  Published in 1848, it was adapted into a play in the following year, but three successive drafts were rejected by the Censorship Commission.  The play finally opened in 1852 with Eugenie Doche in the title role, one that she would undertake 617 times.  To reduce the ‘crudity’ complained of by the censors, it intermittently acknowledges the economics of Marguerite’s profession, but transfers the novel’s preoccupation from material to moral worth.  Marguerite declares to Armand that she is ‘a good girl’, arguing that he ‘should have taken what was good in me, have left what was bad, and not occupied [himself] with the remainder’ (Dumas 1880: 19​[16]​).  Instead of gain, sacrifice becomes the central issue as she refuses to ask Armand for marriage, while his father demands her ‘enormous sacrifice’ (Dumas 1880: 27) to preserve the reputation of his daughter.  In agreeing to relinquish her only prospect of happiness and health she writes her own epitaph:  ‘this woman renounced all, crushed her heart in her hands and died’ (Dumas 1880: 29).  But where in the novel that death is described in a letter from Marguerite’s maid to Armand, in the play it occurs onstage.      
Nearly 30 years after its debut, Bernhardt updated the performance of Marguerite in two significant ways:  breaching the classical prohibition on turning her back to the audience, she faced Armand in the ball scene, wrenched herself from his embrace and turned to the audience wild-eyed (Taranow 1972: 101).  Even more remarkably, she died at the play’s end in an upright position.  Reviewing her 1881 London performance in Le Temps the French critic Francisque Sarcey marveled that instead of murmuring her last words in repose, ‘she remains standing, defying death and breathing life in with all the strength of her being.  Then, using herself as a pivot, she suddenly reels and makes a half-turn and, as if finally vanquished, she falls from her height in the most elegant and poetic pose imaginable’ (Taranow 1972:  92).   The spiral of this final turn recreated a serpentine movement that Bernhardt employed in other roles, enhanced by the flexibility of her slender torso in tapering costumes with trains.   Although these sinuous figures could convey the orientalist artifice attributed to the Jewish actress, they could also suggest the organicism of the flower.  Thus Mucha’s poster for an 1897 production of La Dame aux Camélias, formatted in a narrow vertical around the figure of the standing star, posed her in spectral white next to a blooming bough, as her dying descent was compared to a leaf or petal gracefully falling from a plant.  Importing art nouveau, with its implications of ‘youth and a possible departure from traditions’ (Duckett 2016: 81), into her conception of Dumas’s heroine, Bernhardt enlivened her depictions of dying, modernizing mortality. 


FROM LIVE TO RECORDED PERFORMANCE
 	
On her 1880 American tour, Bernhardt was invited to the New Jersey studio of Thomas Edison, where she recorded verses from Phèdre and Victor Hugo’s Hernani on a tin foil phonograph. These were the first of at least 20 audio recordings she made up to 1918, some of which still exist.  As her career progressed, her melodious speaking voice became her most praised attribute, securing international stardom in romantic melodramas like La Tosca, whose ill-fated heroine is an opera star.  No longer performed as dialogue plays, they survive (when they survive) in the sonorous intensity of musical adaptations such as Giacomo Puccini’s.​[17]​  In 1900, the year that Puccini’s opera debuted, Bernhardt undertook her first cinematic role.  An image of the star costumed as Floria Tosca (Duckett 2016: 53) links its depiction of a phonograph with that of the new cinematograph camera in a poster for the Phono-Cinéma-Théâtre exhibition at the 1900 Universal Exposition in Paris.  For this intermedial attraction, moving pictures of short dramatic performances were synchronized with phonographic recordings of music and sound effects in a programme that also included dance and pantomime.  But Bernhardt appeared not as Floria Tosca, but in the title role of Le Duel d’Hamlet, a brief rendition of the fatal fencing match with Laertes (Pierre Magnier).  			Directed by Clément Maurice, the 75-second film comprised a radically experimental combination of the image of their swordplay and the sound of clanking metal (recorded on a wax cyclinder no longer extant).  After playing Ophelia in 1886, Bernhardt had in 1899 followed some 50 actresses in essaying the Prince of Denmark, overseeing her own production in Paris and London.   This was not a unique trousers role for Bernhardt.  Across her career the actress famous for her evocation of femininity played twenty different male characters, and by her fifties nearly half of her repertoire was male.  The choice of the duel for filming was undoubtedly determined by the impossibility of synchronizing speech, but it offered Bernhardt yet another death scene as well as its opposite – the opportunity to display her extraordinary athleticism and slender legs in a short tunic and tights at the age of 56.  Again the star’s depiction of dying affirmed her personal strength and vitality, an impression enhanced by the nature of Hamlet’s death – not by defeat in swordplay, but by a cut to the wrist with Laertes’s poisoned épée.  




     
The Phono-Cinéma-Théâtre’s allusion to Bernhardt’s performance in La Tosca became a reality with the production of a film version directed by André Calmettes in 1908.  Reportedly, the star’s appalled reaction to her appearance in the film delayed its opening  and only a fragment survives today.   Bernhardt retained an ambivalent attitude to the medium for years, confessing in 1913 to the Boston Globe that she found the sound films exhibited on Edison’s briefly lived Kinetophone ‘ghostly’.  ‘It gave me the impression of animated corpses’ (cited in Musser 2011:  166).  Yet by that date she had brought La dame aux Camélias to the screen in a major production directed by Calmettes and Henri Pictoul for the Film D’Art company in 1911 and released to French, American, English, Balkan, Turkish, Greek and Egyptian audiences in the year following.  The profitability of fatal vice showed no signs of abating but, in belated revenge for the exploitation of Marie Duplessis, her avatar got her share.  Bernhardt was lured back to the screen by a fee of $30,000, while her most popular vehicle was touted to American distributors with trade advertisements for ‘A Selling Cyclone’:  ‘Bernhardt in “Camille” is better than U.S. Government Bonds’ (Menefee 2012 : 227).   Although it was preceded by Kameliadamen, a 15 minute Danish adaptation directed in 1907 by Viggo Larsen, and Pathé’s La Dame aux Camélias (Ugo Falena, 1909), Bernhardt’s version of the Dumas play was far more ambitious:  two reels in length and paired for an evening bill with Madame Sans-Gêne (directed by Henri Desfontaines), a Sardou comedy starring Mme (Gabrielle) Réjane as Napoleon’s laundress.    											At about 40 minutes running time, Camille comprises nine scenes.  Overall the film replaces the play’s long passages of dialogue and larger cast with brief moments of romantic misunderstanding, separation and reunion interspersed with the writing and reading of visible letters, reducing the number of intertitles needed to summarise the spoken French.  This abridgement of the highly familiar story, as well as the faster pace of its physical performance (Duckett 2015: 89-91), intensifies its death drive, with Armand and his father’s suspicion of Marguerite more lethal than the demi-mondaine dissipation in the play.  The epistolary narration demands the spectator’s attention, while suggesting the limited power of writing to represent emotion.  If this heightens the enigma of Marguerite’s true feeling (and moral status), the answer is perhaps best conveyed by Bernhardt’s performance of her death.   As in Le Duel D’Hamlet, the film’s fixed camera and proscenium framing preclude close ups of the actors, although close ups of the letters are inserted to ensure their legibility.  As on stage, Marguerite is often absent or her face hidden from view.  Pleading with Armand at the gambling party she turns her back to the spectator.  The covering and uncovering of her face in her stage performances is repeated at the film’s conclusion, when Marguerite expires standing upright in Armand’s embrace.  With her face pressed to one of his shoulders and her arm around the other, her fingers relax, her handkerchief falls from her grasp and her arm slowly slides down his sleeve.  The ‘eerie slow-motion’ (McPherson 2001: 102) with which this is enacted is not an effect of shutter speed but of the actress’s ability to dramatize dying as the gradual triumph of gravity over the will to live and love.  Only when she falls back and is caught by Armand is her death revealed.  





Bernhardt’s interaction with the militant suffrage movement at this time also updated her politics.  As Charles Musser has observed, Bernhardt arrived for her seventh American tour in December 1912 as an avowed opponent of women’s suffrage and departed the country in 1913 as its outspoken advocate.  ‘I think it is a shame that women do not have the vote,’ she told the New York Times on May 5, 1913.  ‘They are educated and capable of understanding politics and the proper methods of government.  I read that women in London are burning down houses and blowing up castles.  Well, why not let them have the vote?’ (Musser 2013: 156).  Musser attributes Bernhardt’s volte face to the militancy of the period and her extensive interactions with her feminist fans while performing in vaudeville before more varied audiences than those of her full length plays.  She may have also benefitted from a different understanding of gendered electoral choices than that of the French left, who opposed the female franchise on the assumption that women would vote conservatively.  In any case, the actress had long been an admirer of American womanhood, saluting in an 1896 New York World article a country ‘in which woman reigns, and reigns so absolutely.  She comes and goes.  She orders, wills, exalts, instructs, spends money recklessly, and gives no thanks.  This shocks some people, but it only charms me’ (Glenn 2000: 31).  
Bernhardt was of course describing herself.  In France her ability to represent a narcissistically gratifying version of her sex had already made her the idol of the pioneering woman’s newspaper La Fronde.  Founded in 1887, the Paris daily extolled republican and feminist views not always shared by the actress, but the key elements of her star persona – her capacity to refashion her own identity, her ability to transcend gender constraints onstage and off, and her espousal of freedom and independence – offered an inspiring model for ‘la Femme nouvelle’.  Considering the fascination exerted by the actress on the frondeuses as well as the much more conservative French public, Mary Louise Roberts suggests that the actress resolved the differences between ‘the New Woman and the seductrice’ by offering the fantasy of ‘overcoming gender differences altogether’, a view famously articulated by the playwright and Bernhardt biographer Maurice Rostand (1950: 94): ‘There are two Sarahs, an extraordinarily virile Sarah, and an extremely feminine Sarah. She is both of them coupled into one person.’   Reviewing her Hamlet, La Fronde’s Elise Nora demurred, deeming the character neither virile nor feminine, ‘no longer a man, but something at once more and less than that; and perhaps better: the image of humanity’ (Roberts 178-179).   This last description comes closest to Bernhardt’s own, who declares in The Art of Theatre that the effect she sought in her travesty roles was that of ‘unsexed beings, and their perfume of mystery’ (142).  			Bernhardt’s choice of male characters who are young and physically vulnerable underlines the specifically feminine inflection she sought in them.  Her choice to portray the dueling Hamlet, for example, exploited the vogue in fencing for young French women hoping to attain a newly fashionable slenderness at the end of the century (Roberts 2002: 10).   Many of these roles involve wooing a woman, and Taranow claims that ‘she naturally did not wish the public to think that identification was complete’ (1972: 240).  But while such dis-identification would be appropriate to the formality of classicism, it contradicted the apparent unity of role and performer increasingly implied in popular stardom.  One consequence of this would be the supposition that Bernhardt did in fact identify with the ardor of her male characters, abetting the rumours of bisexuality that surfaced in romans-á-clef like Félicien Sampsour’s scurrilous Dinah Samuel (1882) and were confirmed for some by photographs of the actress in the trouser suit she wore when sculpting and her devoted friendship with the painter Louise Abbéma.  Griselda Pollock describes the star as the sometime lover and lifelong companion of Abbéma, portrayed in affectionate juxtaposition in the painter’s 1877 Le Dejeuner dans la Serre (Luncheon in the Conservatory).  Roberts notes that Bernhardt functioned as the fashion plate and friend of the Parisian lesbian coterie headed by Natalie Barney and Renée Vivien.   
If Bernhardt’s sexual ambiguity exerted a predictable appeal, her affinity for the morbid and macabre accorded less obviously with her adoption as a feminist role model.  In The Tragic Muse Henry James offers a brief but intriguing perspective on the New Woman’s imaginative appropriation of the vitality of the star, rendering the spectator (who Bernhardt described as a ‘Beloved Monster’ –Horville 1984: 42) vampiric.   Biddy Dormer, sister of James’ painter hero and like Bernhardt an aspiring sculptor, is a proto-feminist who complains that ‘”men want women not be anything”’ (James 1995: 407).  Early in the novel Biddy and a group of friends watch the Bernhardt character Miriam Rooth perform readings, including the scene in Romeo and Juliet in which Juliet drinks the potion that renders her lifeless.   Biddy is not expecting to enjoy this performance, but James writes that she ‘was immensely struck; she grew flushed and absorbed in proportion as Miriam, at her best moments, became pale and fatal’ (100).  Not only does James’ New Woman seem to redden with Miriam’s blood, she ultimately appropriates the promising young diplomat who pursues the actress throughout the novel. 	 					Twenty-first century feminists tend to play down the implications of Bernhardt’s death scenes, filing them under her imagination and eccentricity (Roberts 2002: 185, Marcus 2019: 39).  In reply to the claim that her characters must die to redeem their transgressions, Pellegrini (2007: 42-43) argues that Bernhardt used the theatre’s liveness to refuse the social death meted out to women and Jews.  This explanation would have to be stretched to address her filmed demises, with the notable exception of the 1912 Queen Elizabeth (Henri Desfontaines and Louis Mercanton), in which the star returns for a final bow to the film’s spectators after yet another upright fatality, a revival read by Duckett (2016: 112) as an assertion of the immortality Bernhardt sought in the cinema.  As for her still images, McPherson (2001: 97) resists Roland Barthes’ association of photography with ‘mortality and the elegiac mode’ to claim that ‘the myriad representations of Bernhardt ultimately immortalize and decontextualize the actress by transforming and inflecting her image, elevating her to the timeless role of myth’.   
Terry Castle eschews all such exaltation to compare Bernhardt’s practiced descent in Camille to ‘a diver doing a perfect corkscrew’ -- ‘no splash anywhere’.  Her denunciation of what she describes as Bernhardt’s ‘greed, bad faith and mummified human drama’ (2010) is bolstered by another deeply critical appraisal, Virginia Woolf’s 1908 review of My Double Life.  Scathingly anatomizing the sentimentality of Bernhardt’s recollections, Woolf (1977: 203) observes how so many of its passages are given ‘the precision and vitality of coloured and animated photographs’, a succession of melodramatic tableaux.  If her memory of their detail is deemed admirable, the egotism with which they are made to frame the star is not:  ‘All the vast unconscious forces of the world, the width of the sky and the immensity of the sea, she crinkles together into some effective scenery for her solitary figure’ (Woolf 1977: 205).  For Woolf the consequence of this ‘final triumph of “the personality”’ is exhaustion, and a sinking sense of the cosmic insignificance of the spectators condemned to reflect her luminance.  In a disturbing anticipation of her own death, she concludes her review by asking:

Are we not each in truth the centre of innumerable rays which so strike upon one figure only, and is it not our business to flash them straight and completely back again, and never suffer a single shaft to blunt itself on the far side of us?  Sarah Bernhardt at least, by reason of some such concentration, will sparkle for many generations a sinister and enigmatic message; but still she will sparkle, while the rest of us – is the prophecy too arrogant? – lie dissipated among the floods. (Woolf 1977: 207)

Woolf’s prediction registers a central contradiction of Bernhardt’s celebrity – that a fame largely derived from dying onstage in stylistically antiquated productions would live on for generations.  It leads us back to the spectator so engaged by both the star’s vivacity and her onstage execution in 1885.   
	Commenting on the studies of hysteria which Freud commenced at this time, Elisabeth Bronfen (1998: 16) complains of his initial ‘inattention to death’ in the case histories of patients whose symptoms were preceded by the deaths of family members, the issue of mortality with which he will not engage until his 1920s writings on the death drive.​[19]​   However, as she also observes in her study of death and femininity (1992), Freud anticipates these later reflections with his 1913 reading of ‘The Theme of the Three Caskets’ and the mythological convergence of the Goddess of Death with the Goddess of Love.  ‘The great mother-goddesses of the oriental peoples’, he writes, ‘all seem to have been both creators and destroyers—both goddesses of life and fertility and goddesses of death.’  His central illustration of this ambiguity is Cordelia in King Lear, ‘the fairest and best’ of the king’s daughters, yet the ‘Death Goddess’ (Freud 1958: 299-300) whose dying reconciles him to his own.  Long before her departure from classicism Bernhardt was said to have performed Cordelia’s death with ‘grace and beauty’​[20]​, as other critics would praise her ‘intoxicating’, ‘voluptuous’, ‘lingering’ and ‘rousing’ ​[21]​ demises – erotic terms representing something of the seductiveness with which she performed them, but nothing of  the sinister registered by Woolf.   		In his reflection on the death drive, ‘Beyond the Pleasure Principle’ (1920), Freud returns to this contradiction when discussing how ‘the instincts of self-preservation, of self-assertion and of mastery’ paradoxically function not to save the organism, but to assure it ‘shall follow its own path to death’:  ‘Thus these guardians of life, too, were originally the myrmidons [soldiers​[22]​] of death’ (Freud 1955: 39). If this observation might be helpful in explaining the co-existence of mastery and dissolution in Bernhardt’s star persona, another in the same text seems even more relevant.  Having noted the way that children’s play enables them to imitate and overcome previously frightening experiences, Freud adds:

the artistic play and artistic imitation carried out by adults, which, unlike children’s, are aimed at an audience, do not spare the spectators (for instance, in tragedy) the most painful experiences and can yet be felt by them as highly enjoyable. (Freud 1955: 17)
        
	In Over Her Dead Body Bronfen (1992: 98) identifies much of this artistry and the pleasure it produces with the masking of mortality rather than its disclosure.  By displaying the beautiful female corpse as a warning of death, the Christian vanitas painting, for example, is argued to subvert ‘what it is meant to signify by aesthetically presenting the beauty of the body against its natural decay’.  As an expression of mastery over materiality, the incorruptibility of the beautiful dead woman serves the narcissistic denial of loss.  Such images fend off the realization of death, functioning instead as fetishes proclaiming the stability of the social order as well as the immortality of the (implicitly male) spectator.  Against this aesthetic Bronfen cites a poem dedicated to Woolf, May Sarton’s rewriting of Lear’s anguished lament of ‘Never, never, never, never, never’ over Cordelia’s corpse, to celebrate instead the undying creative impulse -- ‘never still, never static, never lost’​[23]​ – inherited from her literary precursor.   But where, as Woolf herself argued, any such identification with a dead woman writer both resists and repeats the cultural ‘enmeshment of femininity and death’ (405), Bronfen concludes with a celebration of feminist writers (Plath, Weldon, Carter, Atwood) whose renditions of this theme displace elegiac identification with an understanding of woman’s death as both physical fact and patriarchal figure -- ‘superlatively real and superlatively tropic’ (434).  As we approach the centenary of Sarah Bernhardt’s own demise in 2023, that understanding may continue to prove instructive.      
	             












^1	 Comparisons of Bernhardt’s celebrity to that of Madonna (e.g. Terry Castle, ‘Adieu, Madame’ London Review of Books 32.21, 4 November 2010) although apposite in the recognition of the two stars’ defiance of sexual norms and self- management of their own careers, already seem dated by the waning attention to the latter.
^2	  See Robert Gottlieb, Sarah: The Life of Sarah Bernhardt (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2010),  50, on Bernhardt’s likely relations of ‘romance and mutual admiration’ with Napoleon III and Edward, Prince of Wales, the future Edward VII; also Eric Salmon in his Introduction to Bernhardt and the Theatre of Her Time, 10-11:  ‘Sarah set out to subdue the whole of the western world to her cult – and succeeded, in gargantuan theatre tours, often compared to “royal Progresses”:  Queen Sarah visiting her people and being received with flowers, tears, sighs and verses composed in her honour.’  
^3	 Ann Pellegrini, Performance Anxieties: Staging Psychoanalysis, Staging Race (New York: Routledge, 1997); Susan Glenn, Female Spectacle: The Theatrical Roots of Modern Feminism (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 2000); Heather McPherson, The Modern Portrait in Nineteenth Century France  (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001); Mary Louise Roberts, Disruptive Acts: The New Woman in Fin-de-Siecle France (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2002); Griselda Pollock, ‘Louise Abbéma’s Lunch and Alfred Steven’s Studio: Theatricality, Feminine Subjectivity and the Space around Sarah Bernhardt, Paris, 1877-1888’, in Deborah Cherry and Janice Helland (eds), Local/Global: Women Artists in the Nineteenth Century ( Aldershot, Hants: Ashgate, 2006); Victoria Duckett, Seeing Sarah Bernhardt: Performance and Silent Film (Urbana, Ill.: University of Illinois Press, 2016); Sharon Marcus, The Drama of Celebrity (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2019). 
^4	  Terry Castle, ‘Adieu, Madame’, London Review of Books 32.21, 4 November 2010.
^5	  Bernhardt appeared in nine fiction films – Le Duel D’Hamlet, 1900; La Tosca, 1908; La Dame aux Camelias/ Camille 1912; Les Amours d la Reine Elisabeth/ Queen Elizabeth, 1912;  Adrienne; Lecouvreur/An Actress’s Romance, 1913;  Meres Francaises/Mothers of France, 1915; Jeanne Dore, 1916; Daniel, 1921; and Le Voyante/ The Fortune Teller, 1923.  She also appeared in two documentaries – Sarah Bernhardt a Belle-Isle/ Sarah Bernhardt at Home, 1912; and Ceux de Chez Nous/Those at Home, 1915.   Recent portrayals of the star include The Incredible Sarah (Richard Fleischer, 1976), a biopic with Glenda Jackson in the title role, and a 2003 French drama, Sarah (Yves Di Tullio and Bernard Murat) starring Fanny Ardant.  In 1988 Edgardo Cozarinsky directed the documentary Sarah, with a voice over by Susan Sontag.  In 1955 the US television docudrama series You Are There featured ‘The Final Performance of Sarah Bernhardt (November 30, 1922)’ and in 1981 PBS screened ‘Sarah in America’ starring Lilli Palmer in its Kennedy Center Tonight series.  
^6	  In his famous evocation of a Bernhardt performance of Phèdre watched by Marcel in The Guermantes Way, Proust describes ‘Berma’s’ [the novel’s name for the actress] ‘stage presence, her poses, which she had gradually built up, which she was to modify still further, and which were based upon reasonings altogether more profound than those of which traces could be seen in the gestures of her fellow-actors, but reasonings that had lost their original deliberation, had melted into a sort of radiance whereby they sent throbbing, round the person of the heroine, rich and complex elements which the fascinated spectator nevertheless took not for a triumph of dramatic artistry but for a manifestation of life’ (Marcel Proust, The Guermantes Way trans. C.K. Scott Moncrieff (London: Chatto and Windus, 1925). 
^7	  See Alan R. Young, ‘Sarah Bernhardt’s Ophelia’, Borrowers and Lenders: Journal of Shakespeare and Appropriation XI: 1 (www.borrowers.uga.edu/662/saw).
^8	  The term is borrowed by Alan R. Young from Magda Romanska, ‘NecrOphelia: Death, Femininity and the Making of Modern Aesthetics’, Performing Research 10.3 (2005).
^9	  The observation, from a review in 1881, is translated and cited by Laurence Senelick, ‘Chekhov’s Response to Sarah Bernhardt’ in Eric Salmon (ed),  Bernhardt and the Theatre of Her Time (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press  1984, 173).
^10	  The term is George Bernhard Shaw’s title for an article in the June 1895 Saturday Review.
^11	  See Eric Salmon (ed) Bernhardt and the Theatre of Her Time, 153.
^12	  See C. Richard King, ‘Sarah Bernhardt in Texas’, 196.
^13	 Thus the Atlanta Constitution described her as having ‘secured her bread at the expense of her virtue’ and ‘having a heart sealed to all save her first and only love’ – ‘Sara Survival – To Astonish the Cracker City’, 16 February, 1881, p. 1.  Cited in Marks, 121.  
^14	  ‘Capital is dead labour, that vampire-like, only lives by sucking living labour, and lives the more, the more labour it sucks.’ – Karl Marx, Capital Volume I (London: Lawrence and Wishart 1970) 224.  
^15	  ‘Because her dying figures as an analogy to the creation of an art work, and the depicted death serves as a double of its formal condition, the “death of a beautiful woman” marks the mise en abyme of a text, the moment of self-reflexivity, where the text seems to comment on itself and its own process of composition, and so decomposes itself,’ writes Elizabeth Bronfen, 1992, 71.  
^16	  The translation used here is from the libretto sold at Bernhardt’s American performances, available online from the University of California Library.  See Bibliography.
^17	  Giuseppe Verdi’s 1853 musical adaptation of La dame aux Camélias, La Traviata, is an exception to this pattern of replacement, preceding Bernhardt’s debut in the play by seventeen years and still retaining its central place in the operatic repertory today.  
^18	  Duckett (91-92) cites contemporary praise for the nuanced gestures of the final scene, which are far less semaphoric.17 Théophile Gautier’s observation in Le Moniteur Universel, 13-14 April 1868, cited by Gold and Fitzdale,   72.18 Critics’ observation cited in Horville (58, 59), Coe (70) and Trewin (118).19 ‘Myrmidon’ is a Homeric term referring to the fierce warriors led by Achilles in the Iliad.20May Sarton, ‘Letter from Chicago’ (1953) in Selected Poems.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